
Terranova Italian Yachts T85
Boat Type: Motor Yacht

OVERVIEW

Terranova Italian Yachts is a 100% Italian company that has recently taken up the old management’s yard and

brand, maintaining their positive characteristics and striving to make something more out of them. Safety, reliability

and livability are the three keywords that the new ownership focused on to offer to the market a product that stands

out for its excellence.

Among the first novelties, special attention is to be paid to the T85 NEW yacht, which is characterized by an

unmistakable style and who’s more classical and harmonious exterior lines melt with a revisited interior design

concept designed by Architect Ms. Annalisa Marzorati.

The interiors of the NEW version – that can be customized upon the customer’s request – are made with the best

materials currently on the market and with high-quality finishes, pursuing an unexpected principle of livability and life

aboard.

It is an expedition yacht: it is a 26-metres-long, EC class A branded yacht that represents the perfect solution for

whoever is looking for a yacht with a considerable size, which is comfortable at the same time however.



The arrangement of the interiors on the main deck and on the upper deck privileges airier and brighter spaces to

emphasize the livable surfaces and wonderful volumes of this 85’ model.

Furniture is refined and elegant, however contemporary. Precious light-colored woods were selected to manufacture

them together with innovative and eco-friendly materials. The outcome is an original conception of the environment

highlighted by generous heights too.

If open-spaces are privileged on the upper decks, a traditional layout was preferred for the night zone, which is much

appreciated by all owners: a big master cabin astern, two guest cabins with double beds in the center and a VIP

area a-bow. The crew cabins were renewed and widened and they will be located at the extreme bow, with

independent access.

The great study made in the latest months by the in-house technical office has led to the selection and adoption of

cutting-edge solutions. Therefore, the T85 NEW model will be able to sail long distances without need to go ashore,

thus avoiding stressful queues at the dock to re-fuel.

The whole project was designed in the minimum details. The aesthetic solutions are innovative and prestigious.

Attention and research aimed at guaranteeing safe sailing in less favorable marine weather conditions too.

This is the T85 NEW, an expedition yacht to be experienced, that never goes unnoticed and that is sober enough to

show its distinctive character.

SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Terranova Italian Yachts Boat Type: Motor Yacht

Model: T85 Hull Material:

Year: 2017 Hull Type:

Category: Power   

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 85.00 ft Draft - max: 5 ft 9 in - 1.75 meter

LOA: 85 ft 6 in - 26.06 meter Bridge Clearance: -

Beam: 26 ft 6 in - 8.08 meter Dry Weight: 209439 ft

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 3962 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: 188 gallons - 1 tank(s)

Fresh Water Tank: 462 gallons - 1 tank(s)   



Accommodations

Total Cabins: 12 Crew Cabins: 1

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: - Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES



GALLERY


